the ideas presentation!
45s per poster
(2:15 per team)
Review forms
Applause bookends each team!
Welcome!
Lab this week!

Pick 2 concepts & start designing your sketch models this week in lab!

Once your sketch model is planned, order the materials you need

4 total sketch models
2 concepts, 2 sketch models each
(1 plays like + 1 looks like)

Sketch modeling techniques in class next week

Uhhh.. what question are you trying to answer?
Playtesting!

This Friday noon-1pm in Lobby 7 (be on time!)

Playtesting posters!

At least one person from each team (the more the merrier)
Plushies II: Sewing
Saturday noon-2pm, PDL

Electronics I: Microcontrollers
Sunday 2-4pm, 3-370

RSVP online!
the ideas presentation!
the ideas presentation!